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“The work is born from merely a touch upon matter. I wish the matter from which my work is made 
to remain as it is; what transforms it into expression is nothing more than a breath: interior breath, of 

cosmic plenitude. Beyond this there is no work. A touch suffices, nothing more”.

Hélio Oiticica 
Aspiro ao Grande Laberinto (1960-1961)

 
After years of sustained damage and progressive worsening conditions, at 3:32 p.m. 
of July 15th, 1972 the last blocks of the Pruitt-Igoe housing project in St. Louis, Mis-
souri were finally demolished. Originally conceived as a complex comprised of 33 
eleven-storey buildings, the undeniable decadence of this mid century urban devel-
opment -designed two decades earlier by Minoru Yamasaki- marked what was to be-
come the end of the utopias of Modern Architecture. 

Initially considered the true path in achieving a neatly organized and ideal metropol-
itan society, the pure, virtuous, austhere and overtly geometric functionalist modern 
architecture was blamed, instead, for perfecting an incubator for “the vices of urban 
poverty”. A facilitator of crime, a monotonous but useful shelter for vandals and ban-
dits, an instigator of racism, discrimination, abandonment, despair and desrepair, the 
visionary and luminous proposal once launched by Malevich, the Bauhaus, De Stijl and 
Le Corbusier, was perceived ever since as an utter breakdown. 

Born in Guadalajara, Mexico, in 1974, Jose Dávila is an artist who knows very well 
about the sustained decay of this and other urban models in underdeveloped condi-
tions, not only because of his formal training as an architect, but because of having 
been naturally exposed to it since an early age. Eastern Europe social housing, the 
banlieus in Paris, the streets of Como, public hospitals in Africa and almost all work-
ing-class neighborhoods in Latin America (among countless other remote locations 
around the world), all seem to share the wounds of the ultimately unsolved applicabili-
ty of modernist architectural principles. 



Internationally recognized through the last decade for his elegant and refined installa-
tions, objects, drawings and photographs (with its frequent allusions to urban design 
and architecture), Jose Dávila’s work has been relatively overlooked in regards to the 
way it deals with and conveys existential and emotional matters. It can be said that, 
despite their often restrained sentimentality (perhaps in the same key as Blinky Paler-
mo’s legendary opacity), most of Dávila’s works are efficient vehicles of communication 
of the human condition, rather more emotionally based than intellectually driven. 

This basic dicotomy between impulse vs restraint has been a never ending debate in 
art, most evident since the raise of Cubism, but long before that, since the early at-
tempts in the Cinqueccento to use geometry as a means to conduct creative energies 
-and the symbolic- by science. In his seminal essays titled The Revolution of Everyday 
Life, Raoul Vaneigem devotes a chapter to creativity, spontaneity and poetry: “The 
passion to create, which issues from the consciousness of constraint, can no longer be 
pressed into the service of production, consumption or organization... Poetry is an act 
which engenders new realities; it is the fulfilment of radical theory, the revolutionary 
act par excellence”.

In this sense, one of the 20th century’s art projects that could be considered as an 
oblique reference to the work of Jose Dávila, is Robert Smithson’s 1969-1972 re-
nowned piece Hotel Palenque. Based on his visit to the Mexican archeological site, 
Smithson proceeded to analitically deconstruct the only -precarious, semi-dismantled- 
hotel in the village where he was able to find accomodations, rather than focusing on 
the spectacular ruins. Through a slide lecture that oscillates between erudition and 
black humor, and using a seemingly “colonial” tone, the artist illuminates a complex 
tangential dissection of this mystically charged ancestral site. 

Similar to Smithson’s approach, but in a “reversed perspective”, the late fifties’ Brasil 
became the laboratory where the young Hélio Oiticica revisited Suprematism, Concre-
tism and Neoplasticism, opening a new window to the intersection of sensuality and 
sociopolitical concerns. Pieces like Nucleus, Grand Nucleus, Spatial Reliefs, Penetra-
bles and the Hunting Dogs Project, anticipated many of the architecture-related inves-
tigations within the international contemporary Visual Arts field, to which Dávila’s work 
seems to subscribe. 

The early sixties also happened to witness in Europe the birth of the Situationist In-
ternational, another indispensable lens in order to read Jose Dávila’s work. Concepts 
like detournement and dérive have become part of the ways through which Dávila has 
experienced life in the cities: “the sunlight on our faces, the sound of footsteps on 
different pavings, the distant barking of a dog, our own voice resonating in interiors, 
the humidity in the air, the smell of a nearby bakery, the excrements on the sidewalk, 
the touch of things on our fingertips, the rugosity of a stone wall”, are all stimulae that 



may have activated poetic reactions like Un-Productive Machine (2002), Fake Column 
(2002) or Open System (2006): in other words, something akin to the efficiency, agili-
ty, sophistication and extreme awareness of David Belle’s Parkour practices, only that 
transferred to the realm of the intimate and the existential. 

Besides the tender and playful humor of projects like Studies for Future Buildings 
(2003-2008) or Topographic Mies (2005), there is a certain melancholy, an air of fra-
gility, solitude, ephemerality, uncertainty and emptyness in most of Dávila’s work. An 
implicit sense of loss, failure and pain can be perceived in Cloud Architecture (2007) as 
well as in Monkey Hand (2005) and Exercises of the Possible (2007): attempts to repre-
sent vital contradictions that deeply resonate in every big city inhabitant’s soul, these 
works suggest a re-envisioning of Hélio Oiticica’s lifelong aspirations. In that sense, 
Dávila’s Nomadic Platform (2004) is not so much a nod on Christo’s building wrap-
pings, as it is as a monumental reformulation of Oiticica’s Parangolés. 

Somewhat reminescent of Gabriel Orozco’s Shade Between Rings of Air, 2003 (being 
Orozco and Francis Alÿs his immediate referential “ancestors” in the Mexican con-
temporary art scene), Jose Dávila’s current contribution for Borgovico 33 takes highly 
into consideration the dominance of the 17th century building’s architecture where 
the show was hosted. A clean-cut right angled suspended structure titled Space after 
Space (2007), evokes a cross-breed between a science- fiction movie prop, a heating 
device on a poultry farm industry, a levitating coffin from the inner sanctum of a secre-
tive occult sect and a perfectly generic office lamp. Provocative as it is, the shape and 
perimeter of Space After Space derive, in fact, from the ground-floor plan blue print of 
the former church where it is installed, rendered in three dimensions. 

Space after Space is an hybrid in all senses; it is and is not functional, formal and in-
formal, it combines precious craft in plywood and some recuperated discarded metal 
plafonds, it is simultaenously warm and cold, light and heavy, majestic and domestic. 
It is actually hard to believe that such a categorical and definite object was inspired 
by abandonment and destruction: a disfigured office space ceiling lighting unit doc-
umented by Davila in an emptied building in Prague. A long time admirer of Buck-
minster-Fuller, Emmerich and Schulze-Fielitz, the artist fantasizes about suspended 
self-sufficient structures, but at the same time finds a way to load the construction with 
an element of conflict and a sense of tension that is not exactly physical.

Jose Davila’s nostalgic vision seems to expand into space through Nucleus (2007), a 
purist wall drawing that explores perspective, transparency, reversibility and gravity. 
A bidimensional version of Oiticica’s hanging pictorial devices, this piece works as a 
departure point for Space after Space and as a connecting tissue between the abstract 
inner structures of the building and the elusive dynamics of this social and interperson-
al environment.


